INTRODUCTION

In 2004, the first multi-sited clinical trials were conducted to determine if an anti-retroviral drug, tenofovir, could be taken to prevent HIV transmission—a biomedical technology known as pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP). Before the trial began, AIDS researchers characterized PrEP as a revolutionary breakthrough not just in pharmaceutical innovation but also in HIV prevention; they framed PrEP as a necessary humanitarianism for which researchers were ethically compelled to save the world’s poorest from the AIDS epidemic.1

However, as soon as the trials began to recruit volunteers, controversy erupted at most PrEP trial sites, which were located at research institutions in Phnom Penh, Cambodia; Yaoundé, Cameroon; Accra, Ghana; Lilongwe, Malawi; Ibadan, Nigeria; and Bangkok, Thailand.2 Although reasons for disputes differed across locales, at stake for all sites were questions of ethics and scientific rationales outlined in the trial protocol.3 Ultimately, three PrEP sites shut down and one refused Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, which led to one of the biggest controversies that the world of AIDS research and activism experienced.

2The Center for Disease Control (CDC), the National Institutes of Health (NIH), and UC San Francisco, among others, conducted the trials. FHI360, largely funded by the U.S. government, administered the trials. Gilead Sciences, the manufacturer, supplied tenofovir medication, and the Gates Foundation funded five research sites ($6.5 million). The National Institutes of Health (NIH) awarded $2.1 million to UC San Francisco to conduct a trial in Cambodia. The Center for Disease Control was awarded $2.1 million to conduct the trial in Botswana, Thailand and the U.S.
In this article we detail events that unfolded in Nigeria. We collected ethnographic interviews and conducted participant observation. We analyzed the activities of key organizations involved in the controversy: a bioethics and HIV-prevention-focused non-governmental organization (NGO), the New HIV/AIDS Vaccine and Microbicides Advocacy Society (NHVMAS), made up of Nigerian scientists, bioethicists, journalists and community advocates; Family Health International, an international NGO and social marketing firm, now called FHI360, which designed the trial; and FHI360’s local research partners at the University College of Medicine at the University of Ibadan. We collected and examined four documented dialogues that took place between NVHMAS and the University College of Medicine ethics committee. We also analyzed an extended documented dialogue that took place on a national Nigerian AIDS listserv—the AIDS eforum—that is run by the Lagos-based NGO, Journalists Against AIDS. All of these actors—AIDS advocates, scientists, journalists, academics, FHI360, and NHVMAS—were subscribed members to the AIDS eforum. They followed and participated in PrEP dialogues and debates between August 30, 2004 and October 11, 2004. There was a total of 31 posts, which was the most ever made to this listserv on a single topic.

We explain the controversy that arose as well as actions that different actors took over a six-month period. NHVMAS named many concerns in the protocol and requested that it be revised. FHI360 did not respond to requests, nor did it take action. Instead it shut down the trial, citing irregularities that it perhaps rightfully identified at the trial site. After sites across countries closed, the Gates Foundation and the United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) convened several international meetings in order to restart and move forward on future HIV prevention research. We analyze how the debate in Nigeria over the ethics of scientific rationales changed focus at the international meetings, which emphasized a new need to create ‘effective partnerships’ between host countries and global clinical trial consortiums. We discuss how this switch changed the future stakes of HIV prevention research and conclude by discussing the ethics and politics of producing scientific knowledge at overseas sites. We argue that debates between trial sponsors and overseas host community scientists should be considered ethical issues accounted for in future trial protocols.

2 CLINICAL TRIAL HISTORIES AND THE INTRODUCTION OF PREP TO NIGERIA

In August 2004, the Cambodian Minister of Health ordered the closure of the Phnom Penh trial site—the first of all PrEP sites to shut down. News of the closure reached AIDS advocacy listservs across the world, including in Nigeria. At that time, the national AIDS eforum listserv had over 5,000 subscribers comprising NGO members, foreign donor communities, government health policy workers and HIV activists. In Nigeria, the news on this listserv immediately prompted questions about the status of the Nigeria trial site.

For the NGO NHVMAS, the news was not surprising. NHVMAS was formed in February 2003, a year prior to the Phnom Penh trial closure. It was interested in HIV prevention research and its potential to reduce HIV incidence. It was also concerned with the need to ensure ethical clinical trial conduct. The latter concern arises out of a history of clinical trials that were never officially registered, and therefore never regulated in Nigeria. As the lead clinical trial inspector at Nigeria’s drug regulatory agency (NAFDAC) told us, an uncountable number of trials had been conducted in the country without proper registration. Most notable was Pfizer’s 1996 unregistered Trovan study that sought to create new uses for an existing pharmaceutical product. It was marred by multiple ethics violations and the death of 11 children. At that time, NAFDAC was newly established but it focused largely on eradicating fake drugs, and not on the regulation of clinical trial research. Moreover, there was no national health research ethics committee in place, and therefore clinical trial research had to gain IRB approval at partnering institutions.

Over the years, Nigeria’s clinical trial history converged with healthcare system decline and regulatory gaps that generated a long-term vacuum. As a result, human clinical trial participants recruited for international studies were not adequately protected. These histories galvanized NHVMAS to act as an independent ethics review body that negotiates clinical trial protocols being implemented in Nigeria. Prior to the arrival of PrEP it had successfully negotiated national and overseas trial protocols before they were implemented.

On May 26–27, 2004, NHVMAS held the first National Advocates Meeting on New HIV Prevention Technologies in Nigeria in Abuja, Nigeria, three months prior to the initiation of the Nigerian PrEP trial site. Attendees included HIV prevention researchers working in
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5Formally known as the Nigeria HIV Vaccine and Microbicide Advocacy Group, referred to as NHVMAS throughout.


10These included: renegotiation of the use of lime juice as a microbicide among female sex workers in Jos, Nigeria; renegotiation of community engagement and study participant recruitment protocol for cellulose sulphate microbicide trials conducted in Nigeria; and negotiations on the rationale, justification, and research result dissemination for the conduct of the SAVVY microbicide trial in Nigeria.

the country, ethicists, community advocates, policy makers, regulatory agency staff, and journalists. Also in attendance was the Nigerian primary investigator (PI) for the proposed tenofovir PrEP trial to be conducted by FHI360 and administered by the College of Medicine, University of Ibadan, in Ibadan, Nigeria. The PI’s presentation generated discussion on the use of existing antiretroviral drugs for HIV prevention, including questions about potential drug resistance. The PI assured meeting attendees that the findings of the Phase I study showed good and promising results. However, NHVMAS attempted to obtain more information without success.

With no trial protocol to evaluate, NHVMAS used the Nigeria-AIDS eforum to publicly ask the trial administrators and FHI360 for the trial protocol and the informed consent in order to review them. Three days later, on September 6, 2004, FHI360’s Elizabeth Robinson replied with a ‘frequently asked questions’ guide that did not get to the heart of the concerns being posted. Many listserv subscribers already knew the answers to questions such as ‘what is tenofovir?’ Moreover, FHI360 stated that the PrEP study ‘was designed according to the most rigorous international ethical standards’ and received institutional approval by FHI360 and African institutions. Also stated was that those who become HIV-positive on the trial would be referred to treatment sites.

The responses to this post were instant, and many chronicled Nigeria’s trial history. They included requests for more information pertaining to community preparedness, care of trial participants, study design/rationale and implementation, and informed consent. Subscribers described well-known healthcare referral problems. They also expressed little trust in most African ethics review boards as a result of past concerns over the quality of the trial protocol review. In one exemplary post, an internationally known Nigerian AIDS activist openly living with HIV, stated:

> There have been too many drug trials where people from developing countries are used as guinea pigs and dumped. I was involved in a Roche/Swipha trial five years ago where I was made to pay [US $1,000] to get on a six month ARV trial! There were consent forms but I never saw one let alone read or signed it. Roche claimed they never did a Nigerian trial, but [rather] Swipha, their Nigerian representatives [performed the trial]. Swipha said it wasn’t a Roche trial but research [conducted] by some Nigerian doctors. I still have the labeled bottles and some of the pills today and it’s very clear who ‘sold’ those research drugs … [Regarding PrEP], I hope we won’t be given the ‘patient confidentiality’ clause excuse [from research scientists]. I’m sure we can work this out in such a way that all parties would be protected and their confidentiality assured.

Thus, extended assurances of ethical conduct were met with continued demands for transparency and documentation. But the trial protocol and informed consent documents were not forthcoming. As soon as FHI360 posted to the AIDS eforum, it became a site of intense debate for the next six weeks.

### 3 | ANALYZING THE PROTOCOL: LOCAL EPIDEMIOLOGIES AND SCIENTIFIC RATIONALES

As the debate continued, a NHVMAS member reached out to colleagues at SIDACTION, a Paris-based NGO that at the time funded clinical research literacy training in African countries. SIDACTION did not have the protocol. It asked colleagues at REDS, an AIDS advocacy organization based in Cameroon, which was simultaneously investigating the PrEP site in Douala. The Cameroonians supplied the protocol. After analyzing it, the scientists and ethicists at NHVMAS produced a list of concerns and informed the local PI and Health Research Ethics Committee at the University in Ibadan in October 2004:

1. **Safety profiles.** The trial was technically a Phase 2b, referred to as a ‘pivotal trial’. However, NHVMAS claimed that a Phase 2b trial was inappropriate because there were no substantive pre-clinical and Phase I trial data that evaluated the safety of tenofovir for use as PrEP. It also queried the safety of a systemic antiretroviral (in the form of pills) for HIV-negative persons. It advocated for a PrEP trial to evaluate safety in a less health-vulnerable population first.

2. **Assumptions of tenofovir pills.** Trial officials conducted formative research prior to implementation and found that women who were interviewed were willing to use pills if found effective. But NHVMAS likened a daily tenofovir pill to contraceptive pills. It noted that Nigerian women frequently use injectable methods of contraceptives instead of pills. NHVMAS asserted that studying the use of contraceptive pills by women in the trial community would have provided better insight into the future use of a daily tenofovir pill.

3. **The adverse effects scale.** This scale is a categorized breakdown of low to high health problems (adverse effects) related and unrelied to the trial. It signals when a trial participant should withdraw from the study by defining specific adverse effects on a Grade 1–4 scale, Grade 4 being the worst health effects. The
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2. NHVMAS, op. cit. note 6; see also FHI, op. cit. note 4.

protocol mandated the following: the drug is withdrawn due to an unrelated event at Grade 3; when the participant reaches less than or equal to Grade 2 it is restarted. At Grade 4, the trial volunteer should be withdrawn permanently. Given the poor health profiles of the study population, NHVMAS argued that if a Grade 3 or 4 adverse event occurs, even if it is considered unrelated to the study drug, the drug should be discontinued.

4. Drug resistance. The resistant strain, K65R, linked to tenofovir was not monitored. NHVMAS expressed concerns over the fact that drug resistance was unknown among HIV-negative individuals (especially if they seroconvert during a clinical trial) and requested that drug resistance be monitored.19

5. Malaria co-infection. While one justification for conducting the study was to assess the impact of malaria infection on PrEP efficacy, the protocol did not outline a monitoring strategy on the relationship between malaria, malaria drugs, and tenofovir PrEP. NHVMAS argued that understanding the role of malaria and antimarial drugs was important,20 and called for a preliminary Phase I trial to test tenofovir safety with malaria co-infection.21

6. Care and support. Individuals who test HIV-positive at recruitment or seroconvert during the trial would be given referrals to treatment sites. The AIDS eforum users asked for specific sites to be named and noted that the main HIV treatment program was at capacity. They argued that referrals often did not lead to actual care and treatment in Nigerian health systems. Therefore, NHVMAS advocated following up participants for two years after the trial completed.

7. Community engagement. NHVMAS requested that an independent clinical monitor and a community liaison officer be appointed for the study to serve as an interface between the trial sponsors and the AIDS NGO community. NHVMAS also advocated for the constitution of a community advisory board in order to facilitate a bi-directional relationship between the research team and the community that could address myths, misconceptions and concerns about the trial.

8. Future access to PrEP. NHVMAS noted that there was no memo of understanding in place with the government of Nigeria, nor were there any discussions on future access if tenofovir was found to be safe and effective to use as PrEP.22

The letter from NHVMAS to the PI at University College Hospital (UCH), Ibadan stated that even though future HIV prevention trials were important and should be pursued, the tenofovir PrEP trial was not necessary. It argued that there was not strong enough justification and evidence to indicate that PrEP was appropriate for the trial community, nor was there potential for widespread implementation and use in Nigeria.

4 | RESPONSE TO THE NHVMAS LETTER

The PI at UCH responded to the letter by reiterating how much new technologies were urgently needed to break the HIV epidemic. The PI did not address most of the points listed by NHVMAS but went on to explain the meaning of HIV prophylaxis. He also accused the AIDS eforum of polarizing the debate. Certainly, he was correct about that. With many questions that received either vague answers or no response, the crescendo of anger on the listserv did appear polarizing.23

However, the University of Ibadan’s health research ethics committee met on September 16, 2004 to reassess the PrEP protocol. It agreed to the following adjustments among others: those who seroconvert will be offered initial treatment at UCH, and active coordination with the PEPFAR24 treatment program would take place. All participants will be followed up for two years after trial closure. An independent clinical monitor and community liaison officer will also be appointed.

These adjustments were relatively easy padded-on participant care and community engagement mechanisms. The issues pertaining to scientific rationales such as safety profiles, Phase II/III trial appropriateness, monitoring resistance, and testing the effects of malaria co-infection were not considered for revisions. Because the trial is multi-sited, the protocol must be identical at all sites in order to gather uniform data, which is a U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requirement for randomized clinical trials. The structure of a multi-sited trial that caters to U.S. drug approval requirements cannot always address the specificities of local health concerns.


21At the end of the trial, 30% of trial participants had malaria infection. Peterson, L., Taylor, D., Roddy, R., Belas, G., Phillips, P., Nanda, K., … Jaffe, H. S. (2007). Tenofovir disoproxil fumarate for prevention of HIV infection in women: A Phase 2, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial. PIAS Clinical Trials, 2(May), e27–e35.

22NHWMS, op. cit. note 6.

23The U.S. President’s Program for AIDS Relief – one of two primary programs offering free HIV treatment at that time (the other came from funds from the United Nations’ Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria).
With minimal agreement on implementing care and support mechanisms, the UCH health research ethics committee stated to NHVMAS that it would confer with FHI360 on implementing new recommendations. 25 Unfortunately, FHI360 did not take action to revise the study protocol or hold dialogue with community members on the issues raised. It also offered no comments during this discussion between UCH and NHVMAS.

With no protocol modification, NHVMAS drafted a letter addressed to the Federal Ministry of Health and NAFDAC reiterating its concerns in March, 2005. In this letter, NHVMAS included details of the study by Subbarao and colleagues, 26 who tested tenofovir as a prevention technology in primates. They showed that the study drug only delayed SIV (the simian equivalent to HIV) onset for six weeks, referred to as ‘partial protection’. All study animals were infected with SIV and died after 14 weeks despite the use of tenofovir. This was the first study that exposed HIV negative animals to HIV multiple times while on PrEP. Subbarao et al.’s model resembles the 2004 clinical trials, which relied upon consistent and frequent exposure to HIV (the rationale for recruiting sex workers) and daily treatment over time. The tenofovir Phase 2b trials were based on preclinical studies conducted earlier. 27 These studies showed good results but they exposed animals to HIV only once and not multiple times. NHVMAS did not find Subbarao’s results promising for human clinical trials. Indeed, tenofovir alone as a prevention drug was deemed inefficacious several years later. 28

Two days before the letter was sent to NAFDAC and the Federal Ministry of Health, FHI360 shut down the trial explaining that:

On March 11, 2005, FHI made the announcement that the Nigerian arm of the tenofovir PREP trial will discontinue prematurely. FHI closed the trial voluntarily, because it determined that the study team was unable to comply with the required operational and laboratory procedures at the level necessary for conducting this study. More than 100 participants had been randomized. The announcement came as a discouraging blow to the already fragile network of trials (Singh and Mills 2005). 29

In August 2009, we interviewed one person working on the PrEP trial in Nigeria who concurred that there were several problems with trial implementation. We consulted Nigerian regulatory officials to discuss their views on the science and ethics of the Nigeria PrEP trial. We were informed that FHI360 never submitted any documents on reasons for study closure. NAFDAC claims that during their three monitoring visits, no in-progress reports were submitted, leaving it unable to evaluate the trial. It is possible that FHI360 submitted documents to NAFDAC, which FHI’s Ward Cates reiterated to us in emails. However, despite repeated requests, the final report submitted to NAFDAC was not shared with the authors.

5 | FROM ETHICS TO HUMANITARIANISM

The problems that Nigerian scientists found in the protocol were most likely not a surprise to those who constructed and financed the first PrEP trials. In 2001, three years before the trials commenced, the Gates Foundation held a meeting to discuss FHI360’s proposal to initiate this PrEP study in human participants. In attendance were FHI360, Gilead Sciences, university researchers, and gender and development activists who started the Global Campaign for Microbicides (the first organization to conceptualize a biomedical technology for HIV prevention). Issues that were discussed at that meeting 25 were nearly identical to those identified by NHVMAS, and members of Nigeria’s AIDS list serve three years later.

According to McGrory et al., 31 the questions raised at the meeting revolved around the lack of data available on tenofovir safety in HIV-negative persons; the choice and form of the drug; choosing sites and study populations; and access to treatment and trial benefits. The 2001 Gates consultation concluded that it was not appropriate to conduct offshored trials without first establishing safety in HIV-negative individuals; that safety studies should first take place in the U.S. and then efficacy studies could follow ‘in high-risk US populations and in similar populations in other countries’ to ‘ensure that the burdens and benefits of research were shared’; that PrEP should be tested in countries where access to antiretroviral therapy existed; and that attention should be given to developing trial sites that would use a vaginal tenofovir form when Phase 1/2 studies were completed, if the results warranted such trials. 33

Instead of following these suggestions, FHI360 chose to shift the stakes of its PrEP concerns from trial appropriateness to humanitarianism. For example, according to McGrory et al. FHI360 asked itself: ‘Are the trials addressing a significant health risk that is a priority for the countries that would be hosting the research?’ and ‘Will the host-country populations benefit from the research?

25NHVMAS, op. cit. note 11.
26Ibid. NHVMAS only had access to the conference proceedings. The 2005 citation represents the full publication.
28Tenofovir was ultimately found not to be effective as PrEP on its own, but in 2012 a combination drug, truvada (emtricitabine/tenofovir), was the first to be approved by the FDA as PrEP.
31Ibid.
32Ibid. p. 13.
33Ibid. p. 13.
and unexpected trial controversies. These different ideas of ethics are at the root of the PrEP debates broader humanitarian values. An ethics of scientific rationales recognizes sustainable improvements in local access to care and ‘minimizing the potential for stigmatization of trial participants.’ It conducted formative research to understand the most efficient and potential risk among PrEP trial volunteers. Ultimately an ethics of trial efficiencies drew attention away from an ethics of science rationales. An ethics of trial efficiencies is an abstraction of broader ethical questions, and implementing good clinical practices is imagined as serving broader humanitarian values. An ethics of scientific rationales recognizes the unevenness of scientific knowledge and health expertise that trial coordinators and host communities possess; and that differences should be actively understood and not assumed. These different ideas of ethics are at the root of the PrEP debates and unexpected trial controversies.

6 | INTERNATIONAL DIALOGUES: ERASING SCIENCE RATIONALES

After three trial closures (Cambodia, Cameroon and Nigeria), a refused IRB approval (Malawi), and a trial marred by claims of serious ethics violations (Thailand), the Gates Foundation, UNAIDS, and FHI360 became concerned about future HIV prevention research. In May 2005, UNAIDS organized a series of ‘regional consultations’ in Abuja, Nigeria; Pattaya, Thailand; and Durban, South Africa. Gates and the International AIDS Society held follow-up international consultative meetings in Geneva, Switzerland, and Seattle, Washington, U.S.A. Researchers, ethicists, government officials, and community members (AIDS activists, sex workers, and their advocates, and researchers, defined only as PrEP researchers) defined as AIDS activists, sex workers, and their advocates, and researchers, defined only as PrEP researchers, and not African scientists residing outside of research partnerships. (For the Nigerian site, these categorizations were inaccurate, especially given that Nigerian research scientists in NHVMAS identified themselves as part of the broader AIDS ‘community’.) The organizers assumed that communities were uninformed about HIV clinical science and were in need of further education by PrEP researchers.

While it was probably the first time in clinical research history that multiple actors reflected on trial problems together, the quick move to effective partnerships omitted several issues. There was little discussion over the assumptions built into the protocol in terms of how they map on to the reality of women’s health in resource-constrained settings. There were no deliberations regarding the pre-clinical data that NHVMAS found to be problematic; no follow up on the impact of malaria co-infection; little discussion about the exact terms of future access; and no reflection on the logistics of marketing PrEP in places where little antiretroviral treatment is available. In other words, community engagement and effective partnerships
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24It additionally asked: ‘Can appropriate steps be taken to minimise all medical, social, and psychological risks associated with the research? Is the research unnecessarily burdening vulnerable populations?’ Ibid, p. 14.


26Peterson, K., et al., op. cit. note 3.


29International AIDS Society, op. cit. note 37.

30Peterson, K. et al., op. cit. note 3.
were imagined to pertain only to implementing an already-existing trial protocol. The consultative meetings did not explore how mechanisms could be created to negotiate trial designs. The scientists in Nigeria who critiqued the protocol existed outside of international PrEP research partnerships. They were not imagined to be part of this landscape, and their concerns were not entirely legible to these dialogues.

These dichotomies of researchers versus communities not only erased multiple scientific concerns but they also led to a prominent discourse that explained the reasons for trial closure. During our participant observation at conference sites, we witnessed PrEP scientists arguing that ‘uninformed AIDS activists’ residing outside of the sites rallied to shut down the trials. ACT UP Paris was especially singled out as major Global North instigator that instructed their presumed ‘lesser-educated’ colleagues in the Global South to revolt. Stories such as this one was so powerful that it overshadowed actual events happening on the ground, including the long and arduous attempts made at most sites to re-negotiate the trial protocol. This discourse effectively erased African scientists’ concerns out of the debate.

7 | CONCLUSION

Scholarly discussions on overseas HIV clinical trials have focused on a number of critical issues such as informed consent, the inappropriate use of a placebo, trial participant remuneration, among others. That is, the practices that routinely take place in clinical trials are evaluated in ethical terms. The usual background to these evaluations is the uneven relationships found between international research scientists and their host scientific and trial communities. Such disparities include the radical power differences found in salary, global and local mobility, human security, research resources, publishing access, political and research networks, who controls data, media access, and much more. In fact, at the time that the early PrEP trials were closing across sites, reports in the international media and in the most highly ranked medical journals about ‘what went wrong’ were made by the trial coordinators and not by scientists in the host communities located outside of the trial network.

We argue that these unequal structural conditions should not be considered as background or context, but their effects should be located in the realm of ethics. It has long been assumed that the structural inequality of overseas trials results in skewed material outcomes. Yet, the stakes are also epistemological. That is, trial structural divides have the potential to affect struggles over who assumes, controls, and produces scientific knowledge.

An exemplary artifact of scientific knowledge is the trial protocol. It reflects unchallenged assumptions (correct or incorrect) about local community health and the utility of possible future drug products. These potentials and promises are, moreover, politically obliged to institutions that have a great deal of global influence at the level of HIV funding and policy, such as the Gates Foundation, U.S. governmental institutions and UNAIDS. As such, the protocol was not imagined as unsettled or open for debate. One could argue that this is a problem of the multi-sited clinical trial whose protocol must be uniform across sites in order for trial products to be considered for eventual FDA approval. While this certainly is the case, such an explanation does not elucidate why debates were ignored and why many questions about scientific rationales and protocol design went unanswered. One problem is that such dynamics between the trial researchers and the host community are not often imagined as even possible among IRBs located in the Global North.

After decades of African AIDS activism that has taken ownership of epidemiological, social and material knowledge of HIV, the Nigerian trial site imagined itself to be entitled to debate scientific knowledge embedded in the PrEP trial protocol. But the fact that the protocol belonged to FHI360 (in that it was not open to negotiation or revision) is a result of structural inequalities, which has implications for ethics.

When scientists and advocates at the Nigerian regional consultative meeting suggested that trial conceptualization and design be considered as part of a new community engagement paradigm, they were making an ethical argument: that the scientific knowledge should be fairly deliberated, distributed and shared. Unfortunately, the introduction of such an ethical practice into global HIV prevention research did not take place.

In 2014–2015, similar debates emerged during the West Africa Ebola epidemic. However, unlike the events of the early PrEP trials, African researchers, bioethicists and scientists successfully advocated for the use of alternative rather than randomized clinical trial designs that tested Ebola vaccines and treatment therapies, as well as compassionate access to untested drugs. For these African researchers, randomized control trials that use a placebo were not considered appropriate as a clinical trial design during a high-mortality emergency epidemic. This was due to the fact that Ebola had no known standard of care, compassionate
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access to therapy was feasible, and clinicians and communities made joint decisions over life and death. Moreover, African scientists advocated for trial implementations to respect the communitarian nature of societies, and the history, politics and social dimensions of affected areas. These stances produced alternative trial designs, including the Suffit Ebola vaccine trial and the Favipiravir treatment trial.

During the early PrEP trials, needed community engagement mechanisms were difficult to conceptualize but over time they have been successfully implemented. As with the Ebola trials described above, community engagement should apply to an HIV prevention protocol where host scientific communities of overseas research are invited to deliberate over the assumed scientific understandings of community health, local biologies, scientific knowledge, and the future output of HIV trial outcomes.
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